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Abstract:  Combined optical coherence tomography (OCT) and laser-
induced fluorescence (LIF) endoscopy has shown higher sensitivity and 
specificity for distinguishing normal tissue from adenoma when compared 
to either modality alone. Endoscope optical design is complicated by the 
large wavelength difference between the two systems. A new high-
resolution endoscope 2 mm in diameter is presented that can create focused 
beams from the ultraviolet to near-infrared. A reflective design ball lens 
operates achromatically over a large wavelength range, and employs TIR at 
two faces and reflection at a third internal mirrored face. The 1:1 imaging 
system obtains theoretically diffraction-limited spots for both the OCT 
(1300 nm) and LIF (325 nm) channels. 
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OCIS codes:  (120.3890) Medical optics instrumentation; (170.2150) Endoscopic imaging; 
(170.2680) Gastrointestinal; (170.4500) Optical coherence tomography; (170.6280) 
Spectroscopy, fluorescence, and luminescence. 
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1. Introduction 
Colonoscopy is the most commonly used technique for early detection of colorectal cancer, 
which is the third most common type of cancer in the United States. In 2010, colorectal cancer 
will be responsible for an estimated 9% of newly diagnosed cancers and cancer related deaths. 
While the 5-year survival is 90% when these cancers are detected at an early, localized stage, 
only 40% of patients are diagnosed early [1]. A need exists for rapid, non-destructive 
visualization of tissues in vivo, for clinical diagnostics as well as for scientific study, in order 
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Colonoscopy, while capable of surface visualization, is limited in its ability to detect 
subsurface pre-cancerous changes. Endoscopic ultrasound is capable of depth-resolved 
imaging, though its resolution is limited to approximately 110 μm in standard devices [2]. 
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a non-invasive interferometric imaging technique 
capable of imaging up to 2 mm deep tissue, using backscattered near-infrared light from index 
of refraction mismatches, to create cross-sectional images [3,4]. Recently, OCT has been used 
to image the human colon and rectum with micron-scale resolution [5–7]. Mouse models can 
be utilized to elucidate the genetic and molecular basis of human gastrointestinal disease and 
to test therapeutic and chemopreventive compounds. We have previously used mice and 
shown them to be an excellent model for evaluating the use of OCT as a method of detecting 
colorectal adenomas and monitoring their progression [8–10]. 
Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy has demonstrated promising capabilities in 
the human lung and gastrointestinal tract, showing high sensitivity to neoplastic tissue. 
Multiple researchers have shown the ability of LIF techniques to identify cancer and 
neoplastic tissue in human tissue using only endogenous fluorophores [11–17]. We have 
extended this work past humans as well to show the benefit of using LIF spectroscopy to 
study the murine model [18–22]. 
Ultraviolet (UV)-blue light is highly efficient at exciting tissue autofluorescence. At 325 
nm, endogenous fluorophores such as the metabolic cofactors hydrogentated nicotinamide 
adenine dinucleotide and flavin adenine dinucleotide, as well as collagen, can be excited. 
Exogenous fluorophores, including as those that can target neoplastic cells, are frequently 
excited with green-red light. Near-infrared (NIR) light centered around 1300 nm offers deep 
tissue penetration for OCT viewing of more advanced disease. The ability to achromatically 
focus across this large wavelength range would grant the ability to study the biochemical 
distribution of the tissue as well as its morphological structure with high resolution. 
Combining OCT and LIF in one endoscopic system, with LIF providing information about 
the biochemical composition and OCT information about tissue boundaries, structure, and 
thickness, can provide a heightened sensitivity  and specificity to tumor detection when 
compared to either modality alone [23,24]. Previously, we built endoscopes with ultrahigh 
resolution (2-5  μm)  OCT,  and  high  resolution  OCT  combined  with  unfocused  LIF,  and 
demonstrated imaging of mouse colon [9,25,26]. Unfocused LIF has the disadvantage of 
illuminating and collecting fluorescence emission from a large tissue volume. Therefore, it 
can be difficult to compare OCT images and LIF data due to the much larger tissue volumes 
being interrogated with LIF compared to OCT (approximately 5 μm OCT beam waist vs. 1 
mm diameter LIF spot size on the tissue surface). Three-dimensional data sets of the colon 
can help resolve ambiguities with LIF sensing features outside the field of view of OCT, but 
smaller LIF spot sizes may also allow detection of early, focal regions of neoplastic change. 
Our earliest side-firing endoscopes utilized an optical design consisting of a single-mode 
fiber glued directly to a gradient-index (GRIN) lens, which was in turn cemented to a prism 
that redirected the light sideways out of the endoscope window [27]. Chromatic aberration in 
GRIN lenses, however, precluded their use for simultaneously focusing the LIF UV excitation 
light as well as the OCT NIR light (the difference in foci for 325 and 1300 nm light for our 
design is about 0.5 mm). GRIN lenses also exhibit strong autofluorescence when excited in 
the UV, so the LIF channel in our previous endoscopes bypassed the GRIN lens, and the 
system was carefully designed to avoid any stray UV light impinging on the GRIN lens. Some 
achromatic endoscope designs exist, such as the one published by ourselves in 2006 [8], but 
work over wavelength ranges much smaller (e.g. 400 nm) than the present design and were 
not meant for multi-modality use. 
We have designed and built an endoscope using a reflective ball lens that is capable of 
focusing light over a range from 325 nm to at least 1300 nm. Reflective optics as opposed to 
refractive optics are used to remove chromatism from systems. Such designs have yet to be 
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resolution and depth of imaging. LIF is not depth resolved, but a focused (small diameter) 
excitation beam enables a limited tissue volume to be interrogated. 
2. Materials and methods 
2.1 Proximal optics 
A block diagram of the dual-modality system is shown in Fig. 1. While the optical paths of 
each modality were separated proximally, they were combined distally in the sample arm. The 
problem at hand was to not only combine the two unique systems in one endoscope, but also 
focus the two wavelengths achromatically. 
 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the dual modality OCT-LIF subsystem, pictured with optional 
dichroic proximal optics setup (outlined). OCT (1300 nm center wavelength superluminescent 
diode (SLD)) and LIF (helium:cadmium (He:Cd) with 325 nm excitation wavelength) sources 
are fiber coupled into focused OCT-LIF endoscope. Neutral density (ND) filters attenuate 
source power, while spectrometer data is collected by a charge-coupled device (CCD) and 
electronically transmitted to the central processing unit (CPU). 
2.1.1 OCT 
The OCT subsystem was a conventional time-domain OCT system similar to one previously 
described in detail [28]. A superluminescent diode (SLD) source with a center wavelength of 
1300 nm and a bandwidth of 64 nm (Superlum, Moscow, Russia) was coupled into the source 
arm of a fiber Michelson interferometer. The coherence length of the source was 
approximately 11.6 μm in air and 8.3 μm in tissue, assuming an average index of refraction, n 
= 1.4. The reference arm of the interferometer consisted of a galvanometer-mounted 
retroreflector providing 2 mm of pathlength modulation at 14 ascans/s. This slow speed was 
acceptable since the speed of the system was limited by the integration time necessary to 
acquire a strong autofluorescence signal. The sample arm of the interferometer is described 
subsequently. Interference then occurred when the path lengths of light reflected from the 
sample and the reference mirror were matched to within the coherence length of the source. 
2.1.2 LIF 
Our endoscope incorporated two LIF fibers, and could be configured to utilize single fiber for 
both excitation and emission, or to utilize separate excitation/emission fibers. It has been 
shown that the two geometries will result in different light collection efficiencies and tissue 
sampling depths [29]. As the separation between the excitation and emission fibers increases 
by a distance d, the penetration depth increases by a distance approximately d/2 [30]. As the 
separation increases however, the collection efficiency also decreases exponentially [31]. 
Therefore, the single channel design provided the least depth of penetration while also the 
greatest collection efficiency. We desired a penetration depth limited to the mucosa (~200 
μm) and high collection efficiency, thus favoring the single-fiber configuration. However, due 
to the increased complexity of single fiber proximal optics, we tested both configurations. The 
LIF excitation source was a He:Cd laser, operating at 325 nm (Kimmon Electric, Centennial, 
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through a 150 mm focal length fused-silica singlet to couple the laser light into an aluminum-
jacketed multimode fiber, with a 200 μm core and a NA of 0.22. The power on the sample 
was approximately 1.2 mW. 
2.1.2.1 Dual-fiber configuration 
In the dual-fiber configuration, one endoscope LIF multimode fiber guided light from the 
laser to the distal optics and on to the tissue. Light emitted from the sample was collected with 
a second similar fiber. Fluorescent light from the proximal end of the emission fiber was then 
collimated with a 35 mm focal-length fused-silica singlet and directed through a dielectric-
coated long pass filter to remove the excitation light. Resulting light was then focused onto 
the spectrometer (Spectrum-1 R08, HORIBA Jobin Yvon, Edison, NJ) using a 75 mm focal 
length BK7 singlet matched to the fiber NA. 
2.1.2.2 Single-fiber configuration 
Alternatively, a single fiber could be used for the excitation and emission, using a dichroic 
beamsplitter-based proximal optics design. Instead of coupling directly into the endoscope, 
laser light was coupled into a patch fiber which was fed into a dichroic proximal optics setup 
outlined in Fig. 1. Light from the patch fiber was collimated with a fused silica 75 mm focal 
length lens and incident upon a long-wave pass dichroic beamsplitter at 350 nm with high 
reflectivity at the laser wavelength, and a high transmission at slightly longer wavelengths 
(35-6923, Coherent, Santa Clara, CA). Specifically, for 325 nm excitation the characteristics 
were 95% reflection at 325 nm and transmission of 5% at 340 nm, 80% at 360, and greater 
than 90% at 375 to 700 nm. Reflected laser light was focused with another fused silica 75 mm 
focal length lens and coupled into a multimode fiber leading into the endoscope. This light 
was guided to the distal optics and focused onto the tissue. Emitted light from the tissue was 
collected with the same fiber, and propagated through the fiber in the opposite direction. The 
Stokes-shifted emitted light was transmitted by the beamsplitter. It was focused with a final 
fused silica 75 mm focal length lens and coupled into another multi-mode fiber which guided 
it to the spectrometer. 
2.2 Distal sample arm optics 
To achieve achromatic focusing of two different wavelengths of light, there were multiple 
potential options. Refractive optics have been used in high resolution, moderately large 
bandwidth endoscopes to focus light [8]. Simple refractive optics can encompass strong 
chromatic aberrations which would disallow their use for this purpose [32]. Multiple 
refractive components can mitigate chromatic aberration, however space, cost, and 
construction difficulty become concerns. A potentially simpler option was to use reflective 
focusing optics. Reflective optics are commonplace in telescopes and microscopes alike to 
focus light and achieve high resolution, but have yet to be widely utilized in endoscopes. 
Chromatic aberration is absent in reflective optics designs [33]. When reflecting a large 
range of wavelengths, the reflecting material had to be taken into account. While silver and 
gold have excellent reflectivity above 1 µm, their low efficiency in the UV precluded use for 
this application. Aluminum was the most viable coating option because of its high efficiency 
across the UV-NIR wavelength range [34]. Highest efficiency could be achieved with total 
internal reflection (TIR). If uncoated reflections at glass-air interfaces could be utilized, the 
efficiencies of all wavelengths will be maximized with no light lost at the interface [35]. As 
with refractive optics, a symmetrical design using reflective optics would cause odd aberration 
terms to cancel out, most important coma [32]. 
The initial design constraint for the new endoscope was diameter. The packaging tube, 
distal optics, and outer envelope all had to be sufficiently small to fit inside the mouse colon, 
limiting the outer diameter of the system to smaller than about 2.1 mm. The thickness of the 
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the ball lens was selected to be 1 mm, which enabled the lens to physically fit within this 
space while allowing for enough working distance to focus the light outside the endoscope 
envelope. Zemax (Zemax Development, Bellevue, WA) and ASAP (Breault Research, 
Tucson, AZ) optical modeling software were used to characterize beam propagation of the 
OCT and LIF optical paths through the distal optics. The optics for the sample arm were 
designed to not only achromatically focus both beams but also nearly coalign the OCT and 
LIF excitations beams, allowing for similar tissue regions to be inspected. The performance of 
the OCT channel was optimized in these designs, since wavefront quality and small beam 
waist are necessary for imaging. These optical models were formulated to calculate TIR 
tolerances of the lens, as well determine as the location and angle of the final folding mirror. 
Since TIR was not reliable at this surface, an aluminum coating was applied to maximize the 
system efficiency. The plane was oriented at a 40° angle (rather than 45°) to minimize back 
reflections from the lens and envelope. The placement of the OCT and LIF fibers was then 
optimized in order to obtain an acceptable focal location in the tissue while assuring TIR at 
the spherical lens surfaces. The cylindrical portion of the lens was set so that the fibers could 
be glued directly to the lens. 
A reflective ball lens made of BK7 glass, as modeled in Fig. 2, with a diameter of about 
1.8 mm was constructed to utilize TIR at two spherical surfaces and reflection at a third 
internal flat mirrored face to focus the beams onto the tissue. The initial single-element ball 
lens was not only ground down to modeled specifications, but was also cut in two as to allow 
for the aluminization of the third face to ensure reflection. Light diverging from the fibers 
(OCT NA = 0.14, LIF NA = 0.22) reflected off the first curved surface, which had a radius of 
curvature equal to 1 mm, and a focal length of about 0.33 mm. The light from the fiber was 
imaged to an intermediate focus inside the glass, diverged, and reflected off the second curved 
surface, which had identical properties to the first surface. The light reflected off of the 40 
degree internal mirrored face, being directed downwards onto the tissue, and came to a focus 
200 μm outside the ball lens and 30 μm outside a protective quartz envelope over the distal 
optics. The ball lens was a symmetrical 1:1 imaging system that obtains a theoretical 
diffraction-limited resolution for both the OCT (800-1300 nm) and LIF (325 nm or longer) 
channels. 
 
Fig. 2. Optical and mechanical design of Focused OCT-LIF Endoscope. Light from fibers 
secured along inside top surface of endoscope steel tube is focused and reflected downwards 
onto tissue with novel reflective ball lens design. 
Using either LIF configuration, OCT and LIF excitation foci were separated by 100 μm 
circumferentially and 50 μm axially (Fig. 3). When the LIF fiber was placed adjacent to the 
OCT fiber (and thus off the axis of symmetry of the lens) aberrations affected the LIF spot 
shape. However, about 90% of the power was modeled to still be within the diffraction limit. 
The size of the LIF spot was also relatively large as limited by the multimode fiber core 
diameter. 
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circumferentially (x-axis) x 50 μm axially (z-axis). 
2.3 Mechanical setup 
2.3.1 Endoscope 
A total of three fibers were secured near the top interface of the ball lens. The OCT fiber was 
first cemented to the uppermost inner side of a 1.5 mm inner-diameter, 1.8 mm outer-diameter 
steel tube. In order for the practical resolution and working distance of the OCT channel to 
match the modeled values, the OCT fiber was placed flush with the end of the tube and 
oriented exactly along the tube’s longitudinal axis. Two LIF fibers were then fixed to flank 
the OCT fiber on either side. The ball lens was then attached directly to the tube with low-
fluorescence UV curing epoxy, which also served as an index matching medium between the 
OCT fiber and lens. While it was nearly impossible to keep the epoxy from seeping into the 
LIF-lens interface, the epoxy showed negligible attenuation and autofluorescence at 325 nm 
for the micron scale thickness expected. A 40 mm long quartz envelope (1.9 mm ID, 2.1 mm 
OD) attached to a larger steel tube slid over the inner tube and ball lens assembly to provide 
protection and assure an air interface for proper TIR at the ball lens. 
2.3.2 Translation stage 
A longitudinal scan was achieved by translating the inner tube and endoscope distal optics 
through the length of the outer quartz envelope. The length of the longitudinal scan was 
limited by the quartz envelope to approximately 30 mm. Mechanical and software limits were 
applied to limit scan lengths and prevent possible damage to the distal optics from over-
translation. 
2.4 Data acquisition 
LabVIEW software was used to synchronize reference arm movement with longitudinal 
translation, and simultaneous OCT data and LIF spectra acquisition, while also processing and 
displaying images. The spectrometer had an exposure time anywhere between 500 ms and 2 s, 
with an interval delay of ~500 ms for data transfer and computation time. The spectrometer 
CCD image was binned to yield a single spectrum for a single exposure. The endoscope 
catheter was calibrated and a system spectral response was developed using a calibrated light 
source (Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL). The measured spectra were averaged in wavelength to 
match the spectral resolution of the spectrometer, and dark noise subtracted. Previously 
measured autofluorescence and background signal were subtracted from the filtered spectra, 
and the spectral response divided through. 
2.5 Animal imaging 
Control A/J and colon cancer model A/J AOM treated mice were imaged by the combined 
OCT-LIF endoscope. All mice were purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME) 
and housed by University Animal Care in microisolators on a 12:12-h light-dark cycle with 
free access to water and standard laboratory chow. Protocols were approved by the University 
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with 10 mg/kg of azoxymethane purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemicals (St. Louis, MO, 
USA) subcutaneously once a week for 5 weeks, starting at 7 weeks of age. Mice were imaged 
15 weeks post-treatment to allow disease development. 
Mice were anesthetized with 2.5% Avertin, administered intraperitoneally. The endoscope 
was coated with lubricant and inserted into the anus with the mouse in a dorsal supine 
position. Room lights were turned off during measurements, though some ambient light from 
electronics and displays remained. A survey of the colon was obtained by taking eight 30-mm 
lateral scans with 45 degrees rotation between images. OCT images were obtained with 100 a-
scans/mm, and LIF spectra with approximately 5 spectra/mm. 
3. Results 
3.1 Distal optics/resolution 
The edge response method was used to calculate the actual lateral resolution and render a 
lateral modulation transfer function (MTF) of the constructed system [36]. The full-width 
half-max (FWHM) lateral resolution OCT resolution of the system was calculated to be about 
6 μm. This experimental resolution  matched the theoretical value of a 5.5 μm diffraction 
limited spot with a 1300 nm center wavelength source. Depth of focus for the system was 
calculated to be +/− 90 μm with the best focus located 30 μm outside the outer glass envelope. 
Analysis of the OCT MTF curve showed that the system could resolve about 80 lp/mm at 0.3 
contrast. In similar fashion, the LIF FWHM lateral resolution was measured to be about 152 
μm compared to theoretical 129.5 μm FWHM with a 200 μm core diameter fiber. 
OCT axial resolution was measured to be 16 μm FWHM in air (11 μm in tissue), which 
compared  favorably  with  the  theoretical  resolution  of  11  μm.  Sensitivity  of  90.7  dB  was 
measured at an imaging sample arm power of 1.925 mW. Dynamic range of the system was 
measured to be 66.0 dB, while an average dynamic range of 38 dB was measured in tissue 
samples. 
The distal optics LIF throughput was measured to be about 34%, compared to the designed 
70% efficiency. In double pass, this led to a laser-to-detector efficiency of only about 10%, 
not including quantum yield and fluorescence collection efficiency. Overall efficiency was 
further lowered due to losses at coupling interfaces. 
Due to this low efficiency, the single fiber configuration was preferred. It was the 
configuration used during in vivo mouse trials. 
3.2 In vivo imaging 
In vivo  data taken of an AOM-treated mouse showed differences between histologically 
normal colon tissue and adenoma in both modalities. In Fig. 4, normal colon and adenoma are 
shown in the same 30 mm long OCT image. In the normal regions of the tissue the boundary 
between the mucosa and submucosa could be clearly seen and was within our viewing depth, 
whereas disorganized structure and strong signal attenuation were seen in a region of large 
adenoma. 
 
Fig. 4. OCT image of 30 mm long mouse colon acquired with new focused OCT-LIF 
Endoscope. 
Averaged LIF autofluorescence emission spectra from normal and adenomatous regions of 
the colon are shown in Fig. 5. The normal spectrum had a peak intensity at about 440 nm, 
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and peak intensity was attenuated by approximately 65%. 
 
Fig. 5. LIF Spectra taken for healthy tissue and adenoma. For adenoma, the emitted 
fluorescence has a lower intensity and red shifted peak wavelength. 
4. Discussion 
A dual modality endoscope was built capable of achromatically focusing light over 325-1300 
nm wavelength range. In practice, the endoscopic system was capable of achieving near-
theoretical resolution during in vivo imaging. The healthy mouse colon is about 200-300 μm 
thick and thus the much of the healthy mouse colon (assuming apposition of the tissue with 
the endoscope) is within the depth of focus. Diseased colon and/or colon that is not in 
apposition results in required imaging depths outside the depth of focus. In practice, we notice 
some loss of lateral resolution and less signal at large depths, in comparison to existing OCT 
systems with a greater depth of focus. However, as illustrated in Fig. 4, we are able to identify 
all structures of the healthy mouse colon (mucosa, mucosa/submucosa boundary, and 
muscularis propria), as well as the lack of these structures in adenomatous tissue. 
The line in the presented image is a result of the mutual coherence function (MCF) of the 
SLD source. The optical path distance from the OCT fiber-lens interface to the line in the 
image was measured to correspond to a secondary peak in the MCF. This line could be 
mitigated in future endoscopes by better index matching at the fiber-lens interface, creating an 
angled lens-fiber interface, or by choosing a different light source. 
Astigmatism in the OCT channel introduced by the lack of symmetry of the sagittal and 
tangential light paths in the ball lens is reduced by use of the outer cylindrical window. We 
have previously examined the effects of a cylindrical probe envelope on astigmatism [27], and 
in general the use of thin envelopes—which act as negative lenses—and cylindrical inner 
optics reduces the astigmatism to manageable levels. In our case, optical models predicted an 
8 μm x 3.3 μm spot size at best focus and axial waist separation of 19 µm. The envelope also 
acts to decrease the axial chromatic aberrations in the system, and the shift in foci between the 
325 and 1300 nm spots is reduced to within the diffraction limit of the system. The choice of 
two different LIF configurations (single- or dual-fiber) enabled variable depth of imaging. The 
dual fiber setup demonstrated spatially separated emission and excitation areas, allowing us to 
inspect the biochemical distribution of deeper tissue. The dichroic proximal setup, on the 
other hand, displayed the shallowest penetration depth and had the greatest collection 
efficiency. Adenomas in the diseased mouse were detected by both modalities. Dual-modality 
imaging should raise the specificity and sensitivity of detection of precancerous tumors in vivo 
in mice. Both LIF fiber configurations can also be used for detecting biochemicals within the 
colon. Though fluorescence emission from collagen, NADH, and FAD, as well as 
oxyhemoglobin absorption are observed when tissue is excited with 325 nm light [11], the 
dichroic filter can be replaced in the single fiber setup to enable use of other excitation 
wavelengths, leading to the preferential excitement of different endogenous or exogenous 
fluorophores [37]. 
We are working on modifications and improvements to the endoscope in efforts to 
increase LIF channel throughput and reduce the beam size. With larger NA fibers being used 
for LIF as opposed to OCT, there were tighter practical assembly tolerances to ensure high 
efficiency TIR of LIF light. There are also some differences in optical performance between 
OCT and LIF channels that result from the size and placements of their respective fibers. The 
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endoscope. Also, the angular displacement of the multimode fibers causes the LIF light to be 
obliquely incident on the fold mirror face. These differences lead to the LIF spot being highly 
aberrated. However, models predict that an estimated 95% of the energy is concentrated 
within measured FWHM of 152 µm, which is a greater than 5-fold increase in LIF resolution 
over our previous, unfocused, designs. 
While the OCT light followed its prescribed course, inspection of our built endoscope 
showed a decreased throughput when compared to modeled efficiencies. In practice, roughly 
65% of the light coupled into the LIF excitation fiber was not transmitted to the tissue surface. 
Ideally, all of the light from the LIF fibers reflects at the first interface in the ball lens, with all 
light being incident at an angle slightly greater than the TIR critical angle. Ultratight 
construction tolerances arise from the proximity of the incident ray angles to the critical angle, 
as there is less than a 3 degree acceptable deviation for TIR to occur. As a result, an unwanted 
20% of LIF light was transmitted at the first TIR surface in practice. 
Light that was transmitted at this interface also did not necessarily continue to follow the 
prescribed light path as another 5-10% of light was lost at the second TIR interface. 
Furthermore, an estimated 15% of LIF light was not reflected downwards by the internal 
mirror, and lost inside the body of the endoscope. Addition losses were attributed to unwanted 
reflections at the cut plane resulting from the construction of the lens, the absorption of light 
by unwanted epoxy at the fiber/lens interface, and specular reflections at the inner and outer 
surface of the endoscope window. 
The most substantial losses were contributed to the failure of LIF light to TIR. While this 
is still theoretically the most efficient process for the ball lens, the practicality of such tight 
positioning tolerances make an aluminum coating on the lens more attractive. To quantify our 
assertions, we have coated the spherical surface of an endoscope ball lens with aluminum. We 
observed increased throughput of approximately 50% compared to 34%. However in coating 
the ball lens, stray light was trapped inside the distal end of the endoscope, and upon multiple 
reflections caused 7x higher autofluorescence of the endoscope coming from the increased 
fluorescence emission of the epoxy. Therefore, overall ability of the endoscope to detect a 
weak fluorescence signal was better with the uncoated endoscope. In future designs, the use of 
a slightly lower NA LIF fiber could relax positioning tolerances and lead to a practically more 
effective endoscope. 
LIF spot size, and thus resolution, could be increased somewhat by choosing a smaller 
core diameter multimode fiber. For emission collection, however, large core diameter fibers 
are best, as collection efficiency is proportional to the square of the core diameter. Therefore, 
there are practical limits on the resolution of the LIF subsystem, at least when measuring 
weak autofluorescence signals. 
The tomograms and spectra presented here clearly reveal adenoma formation in the living 
mouse without application of exogenous dyes. We expect the focused LIF channel to allow us 
to sense small focal regions of neoplasia better than our other existing endoscopes, however 
further studies are necessary to evaluate this hypothesis. 
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